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Influence of Television
 Many

movies such as Goodfellas portray
the life that men should live.
 Hustlers who make money through
substance selling & violence.
 It distributes messages on how to survive
and how to live a life that they consider
“real”

The Influence of Music









Musicians are primarily
in their teens or
twenties
Tough Gangster music
becomes influential
among teens
Many view artists as
“cool” and follow their
trends
Tattoos
Marijuana

“I'm cooking this dope with 2 fucking bows
I need an extra hand, I need 3 extra stoves” –
Gucci Mane Trap Boomin ft Rick Ross
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Gender Differences: Females
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•

Suicide rates among
older teen girls, those
aged 15-19 shot up 32
percent between 20092011 in the U.S

•

Most girls want to seem
attractive towards men

•

So they’re inspired to
be like many attractive
women in today’s
modern world. i.e Nicki
Minaj.
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Gender Differences: Males




Men aren’t any
different than
women
Men are portrayed
to have
 more sex
 Muscular tones
 abuse more

substances
 To be tough
○ gangs
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Involvement of
guns, tattoos, and
cars
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Consequences
Peer pressure can lead to involvement in
sexual activities
 STD
○ rate is higher in our generation than
any other
 Teen pregnancy
○ The dropout rate for pregnant high
school students is 76%
 Substance abuse
 Including the sale of substances
 Teenagers limit their future possibilities by
getting tattoos
 Participation in illegal activities
increases the rate of teens in jail
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Peer Pressure Consequences Continued..
Music/Movies

If someone is pregnant or
participating in criminal
activity, they cannot focus
on education. Therefore
their job choices are very
limited

Limited career choices
can lead to the selling
of substances or the
body. Jail time and
several diseases are
included

Influences society that
substance abuse, and
negative behavior is
acceptable. Also
introduces a trend of
getting tattoos and lowers
self esteem

Having sex with too many
partners and unprotected can
lead to pregnancy and STD’s.
Criminalization can cause a
young adult to get a record that
can harm their chances of
careers

Being arrested and having a
child can lead to dropping out
of school. If substance selling is
the only thing considered a
“job” it can put life at risk.
Having STD’s can also put life
at risk for your child and
yourself.

Causes people to want
to fit in with society by
getting tattoos, and
participating in
negative behavior.

Negative behavior can
include criminalization,
having random sex,
and getting tattoos and
involved in substance
use and abuse

Fatal activity can
lead to death. Your
life ends before it
can progress

